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model to generate predictions on the system development, and compute a control 40
signal to optimise this predicted behaviour. Furthermore, the methodology read- 41
ily accepts various learning techniques, both to calculate the control signal and to 42
adaptively calibrate the model in dynamic or partially known environments. How- 43
ever, the detail of the model calibration may vary according to the imposed system 44
structure and dynamics assumptions. For instance, in reinforcement learning ar- 45
chitectures, such as Dyna [11], model corrections are local to the current environ- 46
ment state. Dyna’s principles are also echoed by the modern Bayesian techniques 47
where a POMDP model is recovered while ﬁnding the reward maximising policy 48
(e.g. [12, 13]). However, the success of these works has been conditioned on the 49
domain being well factored or on the presence of an oracle to query for the true 50
system state. Furthermore, these approaches can not address the problem of an 51
environment that drifts through a continuous range of models due to their rigid as- 52
sumptions on system structure. To address this issue, much stronger, hybrid control 53
methods have been constructed, usually based on the model predictive (or model- 54
following) principle (see e.g. [14–16]). Some methods even provide theoretical 55
guarantees [14], however at the price of requiring additional modiﬁcations to work 56
with discrete space domains or losing this capability entirely. 57
Given these complementary strengths, the fusion of EPC with model-based 58
controlcanpotentiallyleadtoanextremelypowerfulframework. Itwouldcombine 59
the egocentric autonomous representation, i.e. dynamic system without external 60
control input, of a task and the capability to incorporate high level environment 61
knowledge in the form of a system model. Unfortunately, various as they are, 62
classic control theory approaches have an important underlying assumption: the 63
subject of the optimality criteria are the state and the dynamics of the environment. 64
Bethattheexpectedaccumulatedcostofthestatevariation(e.g. theclassicworkof 65
Stengel [7]), be that the proximity to an ideal distribution over system trajectories 66
(e.g. [17]) or be that the cost of system stability (e.g. [18]), the optimality criteria 67
always comes back to consider the underlying system state transitions as the utility 68
source, eveniftheenvironmentmodelcontainsobservedquantitiesonly(e.g.[19]). 69
By so doing, this assumption explicitly contradicts the EPC point of view, which 70
hinders the aforementioned fusion of the two control principles. 71
In fact, the only control algorithm that possesses a complete fusion of both the 72
model-based control principles and the EPC view is the Extended Markov Track- 73
ing (EMT) algorithm [20] and its descendants (e.g. [21, 22]). However, as our 74
experiments have revealed, the standard EMT can not cope well with model in- 75
coherences. To this end, in this paper we propose an extended EMT algorithm 76
that has all the aforementioned capabilities: it is an egocentric perceptual control 77
algorithm, it is a universal model-based controller, it is adaptive to environment 78
changes by means of an on-line model calibration, it is a hybrid controller capable 79
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